INTRODUCTION
============

T1DBase (<http://T1DBase.org>) ([@b1],[@b2]) is a public website and database that supports researchers working on the molecular genetics and biology of type 1 diabetes (T1D) susceptibility and pathogenesis. The system collates and organizes data relevant to T1D research from public and private sources, and integrates this information in a research-accessible manner, presenting the results in a form that is useful and enabling for T1D researchers.

Medical science has become data-rich such that researchers working on T1D and other diseases may be overwhelmed by the volume and diversity of available data. It is unreasonable to expect scientists to understand the nuances of all types of biological data now available or to even keep track of the burgeoning number of available data sources and judge their strengths and weaknesses.

T1DBase provides a simplified and integrated T1D-oriented view of this complex data world. We collect and verify data from a large number of data sources, extract relevant information from the collected datasets, integrate this information in a researcher-accessible manner, and present the results in a form that T1D scientists can use without having to know all these details. In many cases, we also supply the full raw data for users who want to do their own analyses.

Datasets in T1DBase include assembled genome sequences for human, mouse and rat; empirically and computationally derived gene and transcript models from high throughput and biological focused efforts; annotations of gene function; gene orthologies; publications linked to genes; T1D candidate genes; genetically identified T1D susceptibility regions; genetic linkage and association studies pertaining to T1D; SNPs and genotypes; gene expression data from arrays, massively parallel signature sequencing (MPSS), and other technologies; pathways; protein--protein and protein--DNA interactions; and information on NOD mouse congenic strains.

These datasets are integrated so that scientists can easily navigate from information they know---say, a T1D candidate gene to information that is new to them---for example, array data showing how that gene\'s expression changes during T1D progression. Tools are provided to let the scientist go further, e.g. to find other genes whose expression profile is similar to the original candidate. We are also functionally integrating T1DBase with EPConDB ([@b3]), the flagship database of the Beta Cell Biology Consortium. Since research in T1D and other diseases is often carried out in mouse and rat models in addition to human subjects and materials, we integrate data for the human, mouse and rat orthologs of every gene so that scientists can move seamlessly among data from different experiments and sources.

All software is open access and can be downloaded from SourceForge under the GNU General Public License or Perl Artistic License. Most datasets are open access. The exceptions are a few datasets whose redistribution is prohibited by the original data source, and private data uploaded by users or provided by collaborators, for which visibility and redistribution are controlled by the user; an example of the latter would be genotypes from unpublished studies.

The core software underlying T1DBase is a generic framework for disease oriented websites, called GDxBase, which can be used for other diseases. The look and feel of the website are controlled through style sheets and templates, which are easily configurable. GDxBase is currently used in projects for Huntington\'s Disease (HDBase---ISB) ([@b4]), prion disease (PDDB---ISB), type 2 diabetes (T2DBase---Mark McCarthy\'s group in Oxford), bloodomics \[BxBase---Willem Ouwehand at the Wellcome Trust Sanger Institute (WTSI) and University of Cambridge\] and diseases of energy metabolism (GEMDBase--Ines Barroso at WTSI). Of these, only HDBase is publicly visible at present.

DATA PRESENTATION
=================

A central theme of the system is to provide simple, concise ways to present complex, consolidated data to researchers who are not specific experts in the particular type of data involved, while at the same time providing additional detail to users with greater expertise.

The *Gene Overview* page summarizes all data in T1DBase for the human, mouse and rat orthologs of any given gene. The results are presented in sections, most of which can be expanded and contracted for a general or more detailed view. It provides an overview of gene function, synonyms, orthologs, whether the gene is a T1D candidate gene or located within a genetically identified T1D susceptibility region, functional annotation from the Beta Cell Gene Expression Bank, gene and protein models, descriptions of pathways containing the gene, gene ontology (GO) terms ([@b5]), other diseases for which the gene is a candidate, gene expression from the Beta Cell Gene Atlas and expression in a range of other tissues, T1D-related and other publications related to the gene, and links to external databases. The gene models section graphically displays transcript data from the University of California at Santa Cruz (UCSC) Genome Bioinformatics Site ([@b6]), Ensembl ([@b7]), Vega ([@b8]), and EPConDB ([@b3]), alongside manually curated transcripts from the Juvenile Diabetes Research Foundation/Wellcome Trust Diabetes and Inflammation Laboratory (JDRF/WT DIL). A summary of the transcripts from all sources is calculated and visualized as a histogram, the consensus model. There are links to GBrowse ([@b9]) for visualizing the gene in its genomic context and Cytoscape ([@b10]) for visualizing the gene in the context of interacting proteins and genes.

Sequence-based features from different sources (e.g. transcript models) are mapped to a common genome assembly so they can be accurately integrated. We endeavor to move quickly to new assemblies as they become available. For some data, we also provide mappings to old assemblies.

Gene orthologs are determined by combining data from HomoloGene ([@b11]), Mouse Genome Database ([@b12]), Rat Genome Database ([@b13]), Ensembl ([@b7]), Inparanoid ([@b14]), OrthoMCL ([@b15]) and KEGG ([@b16]). We consider each data source in order, and add to the database all consistent orthology information from that source. No attempt is made to weight information based on the number of sources that report the information because many of the sources are not independent.

The *Marker Overview* page integrates SNP data from different data sources. The main sources currently are dbSNP ([@b11]) and HapMap ([@b17]). As for the Gene Overview page, the results are presented in sections. There are five different sections: SNP summary, population, genotype information, marker neighborhood and literature. The summary section contains mapping information from different data sources and links to the relevant GBrowse position, chromosome and genome build. The population information details the number of populations for which there is genotype data and provides an expandable table with detailed information about each population, the source of the genotype data, and allele frequencies. The genotypes from HapMap and dbSNP are viewable as a table in the genotype section which contains details about the individual, collection, allele, and the actual genotyped alleles. The marker neighborhood uses GBrowse to show the genomic environment by displaying the marker and other features around it. The literature section is presently limited to publications by JDRF/WT DIL authors about JDRF/WT DIL markers.

All human SNP sequence information is extracted from the latest dbSNP build and mapped to the most recent three human genome assemblies. We also extract information on subjects and the actual genotypes from dbSNP and HapMap. The system also has SNP, subject and genotyping data from a recently published high resolution SNP map of the human MHC and adjacent region in a Swedish population ([@b18]) and will distribute results from a larger and broader population being studied by the Type 1 Diabetes Genetics Consortium (T1DGC), the latter in collaboration with the T1DGC Coordinating Center at Wake Forest University School of Medicine. Please note that access to the T1DGC dataset is governed by consortium policy and international privacy regulations and some of these results will not be visible to the general public.

Genotype datasets are stored in Genetics Laboratory Interactive Data and Experimental Repository (GLIDER) databases, a data exchange and database structure for genotype data. Each GLIDER holds the genotype data for individual experiments and/or populations, but the associated marker and subject data for all GLIDERs is stored in one centralized database. This lets authorized users view integrated information for each marker from different data sources, and also determine if a particular subject has been genotyped by different groups. The results from these databases are made available to the user through the Marker Overview page and can be queried using T1DMart described below.

The *Gene Dossier* provides a concise way of seeing data from many datasets and tools for a list of genes. The Gene Dossier presents a tabular view: each row is a gene, and each column summarizes data from one dataset or tool for that gene. There is also a summary column that reports an overall score for T1D-relevance. In essence the Dossier is, a very condensed form of the Gene Overview page that gives scientists a rapid overview of a list of genes. Users can customize the columns that are displayed and the weights used to generate the summary score. The table can be sorted by any column.

*GBrowse* is an open-source genome browser developed as part of the Generic Model Organism Database (GMOD) project ([@b9]). It allows zooming and scrolling of sequence features in a region of the genome. T1DBase has preloaded UCSC and Ensembl tracks, JDRF/WT DIL transcript annotations, EPConDB transcripts, SNPs from dbSNP, HapMap and JDRF/WT DIL, and data from a major T1D linkage study (the so-called *quad scan*) by the T1DGC ([@b19]). We have also created consensus gene models by combining transcript sources. User features can be uploaded alongside known genes for comparison, which allows for sharing of data. A link for more information about each feature can be found by clicking on the image for that feature. A new plugin has been added to GBrowse which allows users to overlay their own D′ and *R*^2^ data. Linkage disequilibrium input is in the form of a Haploview LD file ([@b20]). The plugin itself is a modified version of code developed by Lalitha Krishnan and Lincoln D. Stein, as part of the International HapMap Consortium ([@b21]). A further plugin allows for the graphing of *ad hoc* datasets and is particularly relevant to disease risk estimates such as odds ratio.

We have also added the different haplotypes that have been sequenced and annotated for the MHC region ([@b22]). The sequences are available for the reference cell lines PGF, COX and QBL. We have calculated some of the deletion/insertion polymorphisms (DIPs) and SNPs for each of the haplotypes compared to the others based on data extracted from the WTSI website. These datasets can be viewed as separate data tracks in GBrowse. In addition, the genes in the MHC have haplotypic information which can be viewed through the Gene Overview page in tabular format.

The *Beta Cell Gene Atlas* shows basal expression of genes in human and rodent β cells, islets, and related cell types and cell lines. Data from approximately twenty microarray experiments and several MPSS runs were combined to create lists of genes that are enriched in or specific to these cell types. Genes are described as either not expressed or expressed at a high, moderate or low level.

The *Tissue Expression Viewer* shows gene expression for a list of genes across a range of tissues. This viewer combines data from SymAtlas ([@b23]), SAGE, and expressed sequence tags using our implementation of a method proposed in ([@b24]) and TissueInfo\'s tissue hierarchy ([@b25]).

The *Microarray Viewer* shows differential gene expression across experimental conditions from over twenty array experiments. Results are viewed as a heatmap which can be clustered by gene, experimental condition or both (see [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). To provide a valid comparison of gene expression across disparate experiments, we do rank-order normalization of the data and present differential expression as the change in rank. Differential expression can be displayed relative to the experimental control or to basal expression reported in the Gene Atlas. Raw datasets and our subsequent analysis are available for download.

![Microarray Viewer showing differential expression of a list of genes across several experiments. The figure shows the default heatmap and profile chart displays of the data. Actual data values can be seen by clicking on the Data view tab. The data can be filtered, clustered, or downloaded by clicking on tabs near the bottom of the figure.](gkl933f1){#fig1}

The *Beta Cell Gene Expression Bank* contains manually curated gene and pathway annotations by Decio L. Eizirik, Daisy Flamez, and colleagues for genes expressed in β cells. Gene annotations include information on the gene\'s function, its localization, disease association (with special focus on T1D and other autoimmune diseases), other interacting proteins, and the phenotype after gene disruption in knockout/transgenic models. Key original references and reviews are provided.

*T1DMart* is a BioMart-style query tool ([@b26]) for marker and genotyping data. The user is able to query marker, genotypic, or genomic data as the starting data sources. The data can then be filtered in different ways, including by position, relationship to other genomic features, or subject-based information such as sex and whether the subject is a founder. It is possible to query multiple data sources at the same time including dbSNP, HapMap, and published JDRF/WT DIL markers. Once the results have been filtered, the user can select the columns of information to be output from the matching data. The results can be saved in a list for use in other T1DBase tools or output as plain text, either to a file or to the screen.

*Cytoscape* is an open source program for visualizing and analyzing biological networks ([@b10]). Cytoscape can be launched from the Gene Overview page to display a gene in the context of proteins and genes that interact with it or run on a list of genes. In either case, the user has the option of choosing the data sources for the interactions shown in the network. Current data sources include human protein reference database (HPRD) ([@b27]), biomolecular interaction network database (BIND) ([@b28]), Reactome ([@b29]), Molecular INTeraction database (MINT) ([@b30]) and predicted interactions from ([@b31]).

*PosterPages* are 'home pages' about specific topics or datasets. These pages provide a convenient way to add curated scientific content, data provided by collaborators, or new topics. PosterPages can host supplementary material for publications, serve as a data distribution point for particular experiments, or be used to share data among a group of collaborators. Each page is linked to and from other pages on the site to integrate the data or topic with other content. At present, PosterPages are manually created by T1DBase staff in collaboration with contributing scientists.

Many T1DBase tools are designed to work with lists of genes or markers. Lists are organized in a familiar 'explorer-tree' of folders and sub-folders. Users can create their own lists or use lists that we or other users provide. Lists that we provide include T1D-relevant lists from publications (such as lists of differentially expressed genes from microarray experiments), T1D candidate genes, and genes from genetically identified susceptibility regions (such as genes located within the MHC). The *My T1DBase* section of the site is a central point for creating and manipulating lists, although lists can also be created from the output of various tools.

Site-wide search is available from most pages. Genes, markers, Beta Cell Gene Expression Bank annotations, or T1D candidate regions can be searched using identifiers from public databases, symbols or text. Each search can be run against the entire database or limited by keyword type such as UniGene ID, or dataset such as the Beta Cell Gene Expression Bank. The software uses a combination of keyword recognition and text searching. Search results can be saved in lists and used as input to many other tools on the site.

DISCUSSION
==========

T1DBase is a unique resource for T1D researchers. By integrating and organizing multiple disparate datasets, T1DBase makes it possible for scientists to query and explore across the data and find new relationships among the factors that contribute to the complex pathogenesis of T1D. Using data and tools currently in T1DBase, a scientist can start from a gene or pathway of interest, then find all interacting partners, see which of these are expressed in β cells, that show changed expression as T1D progresses, and that are T1D candidate genes. It is a small step to allow gene set enrichment analysis (GSEA) ([@b32]) to highlight biological functions shared by the large set of genes that would be identified through this procedure. We are in the process of importing transcription factor binding site information and tools which will enable identification of putative binding sites and transcription factors shared among genes found through this or other procedures which will make it possible to hypothesize further connections among interesting genes. This approach makes sense for other diseases, and we believe that great synergy would result from combining data for multiple diseases.

The opportunities to find novel relationships will grow as more data and tools become available. Of course, this will bring false discovery issues to the fore and will necessitate methods for filtering, classifying, or ranking claimed relationships to reduce the number of false leads. But the key challenge will remain as it is now: providing powerful informatics capabilities to T1D scientists in a form they can use to enhance their research.
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